Honesty

Holy Family School aspires to be a school community where all are celebrated and challenged to
be the very best they can be in the image of Jesus with a desire for life long learning.
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Halo Masyarakat Keluarga Holy Family,
Our home learning journey is going well. As educators we understand that it is not always easy at
home for parents to assist the children with the learning that is being distributed to them. As you know
we had little time to organise how we were going to approach this.
Designing and delivering home learning can be difficult enough in normal circumstances. When you
add: the virus, teachers working from home, families unsure of what is around the corner in regards to
employment and access to family, the weeks ahead may seem daunting.

We are refining processes as the weeks unfold. Feedback from families about the implementation of
home learning is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions or concerns please don't hesitate to
contact the school.
An important thing to remember when your children are learning at home is that your role is to assist
the children with their activities as much as you can without telling them the answer directly. Teachers
spend years developing the skills to do this; so don't be too hard on yourself as a parent when trying to
help your children.
The teachers will be in contact with all our families to see how everyone is going and to maintain family
connections. Parents will be contacted approximately once a fortnight.

A reminder of requirements for home learning.
 All students must be in school uniform during Google Meets.
 Students must not complete learning or attend Google Meets in their bedrooms.
 Students should be able to complete most learning tasks on their own.
 Parents do not need to correct their child’s work before uploading.
 Parents can communicate with classroom teachers via Seesaw between the hours of 8am 4pm.
 Parents can ring the school office to speak to a member of Leadership between the hours of
8am - 4pm.
 Teachers will provide feedback based on learning intentions.
 Teachers will look at but not correct each individual piece of student learning.
I think that it is important for the children to know about the history of our country. Last week was the
250th anniversary of Captain Cook's landing in Sydney. He had an epic 3 year voyage in a small converted coal boat across the seas. He had very little technology to help him but he still managed to accurately map many parts of the world. This was the first step in making Australia the great country that
it is today and provide a home for people from all over the world. Parents, teachers and children you
are all doing a great job under difficult circumstances. Everyone needs to be proud of their efforts.
Please note next Friday will be a report writing day for classroom teachers and there will only be Specialist subjects planned for the children.
Steve Twomey
Principal
Address 1 00 Power Rd Doveton
Parish Priest
Father Michael Payyapilly
Phone: (03) 9792 431 7
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Steve Twomey
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School Secretary
Bernadette Blaney

Acceptance

Empathy

Trust

Many of our intervention programs are up and running now. This has been coordinated by Connie
Drossaert and we now have 25 children receiving interventions at home. This also requires cooperation from the parents and we thank you for your assistance with this.
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Gabe,
Celeste,
Frankie,
Amira, Ella L,
Hanish,
Giselle,
Shreya,
Shakthivel,
Jessica,
Blaze,
Gabriel, Mara,
Aleahya
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Mother’s Day
As we prepare to celebrate Mother's Day, we think
of Jesus and his own mother Mary. Jesus was
profoundly loved and influenced by his own amazing mother, Mary stayed with her beloved son
throughout his life, no matter what, even sharing
his misery at the foot of the cross. We thank God
for all the women who have made a difference in
our own lives through the love and support they
give us.
Prayer:
Heavenly Father, we lift up all mothers to your love and care. We pray
for them, for their needs of strength and ask you to support them to
continue to nurture their families. Amen

Imposed learning time at home this term can be bittersweet for parents. It can be both a time to bond together as a family – watching the miraculous learning journey of your child as well as frustrating if your child
“doesn’t-get-it,” and you feel helpless in knowing how
to support them.
We are all learning to adapt to these changes and
there are hurdles that we can face. However, we are aware that this setting
is a real life experience in developing resilience and it is fantastic to hear
from classroom teachers at all levels about the exciting work children have
been undertaking, the independence they have demonstrated and the challenges they are overcoming through a positive mindset.

Empathy
Ian + Jessica
Trust
Ilion, Simon,
Mercy,
Nevaeh, Julia
+ Shakthi

As a parent you may not be feeling resilient yourself every day so here are a
couple of things to consider in regards to your own self-care

It’s OK not to fill every day with exciting activities – especially in the
afternoons after the children have completed learning tasks

Sometimes cuddling on the couch and watching a movie together is all
it takes to restore calm.

Take time to enjoy simple pleasures such as a walk (one of our teachers is walking to the bus stop each afternoon to pick up her husband

Remember the things that bring you satisfaction (I am determined to
attend my online flamenco class tonight)
At school we speak about ‘filling one another’s bucket.’ Parents please don’t
forget to fill your own buckets too. The more you are centred and present the
less anxious your children will be.
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Helping your child develop their comprehension skills

Comprehension is the understanding and interpretation of texts - the ultimate goal of reading.
There are many ways to help your child develop his/her comprehension skills.
Encourage your child to do the following when he/she is reading:
 Make predictions about texts before, during and after reading.
 Make connections to what they already know from personal experiences, other texts and
real life events.
 Determine the meanings of unfamiliar words based on clues in the text.
 Visualise (create images in their minds as they are reading).
 Ask and answer questions about what they are reading.
 Summarise (reduce a large piece of text so that the focus is on the most
important elements in the text).
Simone Crist
Literacy Leader
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What’s Happening in Home Learning
Junior
In the Junior school we have been working on procedural texts in writing. Students have
been learning how to follow and write different types of procedures, including instructions
and recipes. The students have been busy making funny face biscuits, jelly, fairy bread,
bubbles, Mother’s Day craft and poppies for Anzac Day.
For Maths the Preps have been working on patterns. They have been continuing and
creating their own movement, sound and object patterns. The 1/2 students have been
learning about place value and addition.
During learning from home the students have been having brain breaks, including yoga and
outside chalk drawing. They have also chosen their own brain breaks, including dancing
and jumping on the trampoline. During the morning and afternoon meetings, the students
have the opportunity to see each other, share their work and ask lots of questions. They are
continuing to show our HEART values of Trust and Honesty.

Middle
In 3/4, students have been focusing on place value in Mathematics, making connections to
texts in Reading, and learning about language and structural features of persuasive texts in
Writing. Students have also been revising familiar blends in Phonics, and applying this
knowledge during our weekly dictation lesson each Thursday. As part of S.E.L, students
have been taking time for yoga practice and mindfulness.
Students have been delving deeper into their Inquiry unit Change, with a focus on
environmental change and the impact humans have had on our beautiful world. Students
have also explored how these changes have affected animals and where they live. Students
identified problems such as pollution, waterways and infrastructure. Some students have
even begun to develop ideas and opinions about how we could change our daily habits, so
that the impact on our world is more positive than negative.
We love catching up as a class, and look forward to seeing everybody online each day!

Senior
For Mathematics the 5/6 learning community learnt about collecting observable data from
their home environment, such as counting the variety of birds they could spot at particular
times throughout the day. They then represented their data using either a pie graph, column
graph, line graph or side by side graph. This week we have begun a two week unit on division.
Last week we concluded a reading comprehension unit on how to summarise a text in 20 to
30 words. The students found out that it takes quite a bit of practise to focus on the main
idea and leave out details when we are summarising. This week
we are developing the comprehension strategy of finding the main
idea.

Mrs Drury and Ms Feddersen would like to congratulate all families on their terrific efforts they are making during home learning.
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Selamat pagi keluarga Holy Family,
I hope all of you are healthy and well. Bagus! Well done for embracing the online learning so far. I am
sure we all learn something new and take up this new challenge. Give your best, and make sure your
learning is enjoyable.
Seniors:
In term 2 Indonesian / Visual Arts, we will be learning important Indonesian words to describe a date and
season, and then create simple artworks related to these topics. Each week I will post the
Indonesian learning goal and instruction in your Google Classroom, inside Classwork - Indonesian. Please
make sure you read the instructions carefully and allocate time to complete the task there by Friday.
Feel free to leave a comment if you need any help or if you have any questions regarding the task. I am
very happy to help and assist you in your online learning journey.
Juniors:
This term, we will learn how to name the weather and seasons using Indonesian. I will guide you to create a simple artwork about these themes. We will also revisit what we have learned in term 1. I will place
an Indonesian weekly activity on Seesaw and it will be a great opportunity to ask your family members to
practise the Indonesian words together with you. Please also share (record, photo, presentation) of your
Indonesian learning in Seesaw. I will enjoy seeing your Indonesian learning.
I would also like to inform you that the Catholic Education Week - Creative Arts Exhibition 2020 is now
available to view online! https://sites.google.com/cem.edu.au/creativeartsexhibition2020/home Congratulations again for Joshua K (Year 3) for your artwork exhibition. Please take your time to enjoy Joshua’s
amazing artwork and other artworks from other Catholic schools across Melbourne.
Stay happy and healthy. Tuhan memberkati (God bless).
Sampai jumpa,

Pak Kris

Well done to everyone that has had a go at the PE activities at home so
far!
This term for PE ‘home learning’ I hope to make the activities fun and
engaging where students can participate with all family members to keep
healthy and active during this time. Seniors will be focusing on fitness as
well as participating in activities that can involve the whole family. Juniors will be focusing on
activities where they can continue to develop fundamental movement skills
as well as participating in family based
activities.
I hope the activities I provide will give you a chance to get moving during
the day and encourage you to stay active throughout the week. I’ve loved
seeing the responses so far through videos and photos. Keep up the great
work and have fun! Here are some photos of the junior students creating
their own hopscotch.
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Shreya
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